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Please Help Us Help Wildlife  
This beautifully produced calendar features a different native animal each month from Wildlife Rescue 

South Coast licensed NPWS area, from gliders, kangaroos and bats, to wrens, wombats, frogs and skinks. 
Each month has a large, clear area for you to jot down those important events and times.  

Selling for $10 each* all profits go directly to Wildlife Rescue South Coast Inc.  

Buy yours NOW! 
Visit http://www.wildlife-rescue.org.au/ to order and pay by PayPal or credit card. 

*Postage is separate cost. 

WILDLIFE RESCUE SOUTH COAST INC E W 
S N November 2014 

Wildlife Rescue South Coast Inc  
PO Box 666 Nowra NSW 2541 

    
NPWS Licence No: MWL000100253  |  ABN 49 616 307 526   

 E: info@wildlife-rescue.org.au  |  W: www.wildlife-rescue.org.au 
0418 427 214 Wollongong to Batemans Bay | 0417 238 921 Mogo to Victorian Border 
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BIRDS
Wildlife Rescue South Coast website has a new bird section

Two of the new bird web pages have recently featured in the    
‘About …...Our Bay & Basin’ Magazine  
http://aboutbayandbasin.org/about_1.html 

‘Swoop’ (October issue)  
http://www.wildlife-rescue.org.au/swoop.html 

Keep wildlife wild: please don't feed the birds (November issue) 
http://www.wildlife-rescue.org.au/please-dont-feed-the-birds.html 

NEST BOXESNEST BOXES  
A wide range of native wildlife depend on tree hollows for different purposes. 

Mammals that use tree hollows include Ringtail and Brushtail Possums; Greater, Squirrel, Sugar and Feather-tail Gliders; as well 
as Microbats. Tree hollows take a long time to form and usually occur in trees at least 100-200 years old. As a result of tree 
clearing, tree-hollows are an increasingly scarce resource in the Australian landscape. While work is underway to plant native 
gardens, actively regenerate areas and restore landscapes, the significant time involved in growing trees to an age where they form 
hollows creates a shortage.  

Have a look at the new ‘Wildlife Info’ section  
(in the main menu located between Reptiles and Members)  

Our ‘Fencing and Netting’ page as well as ‘Newsletter Archives’ have moved to this section of the 
website. We also have a new page on ‘Nest Boxes’ which has links to the revamped ‘Build a 
possum box’, which is now available to download as a PDF brochure to take with you to the 
hardware. This section is presently under construction and any new pages will be announced in 
future Newsletters. 
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REGIONAL  
SPECIES CO-ORDINATORS 

 
Macropods 
Far South Coast 
Marie Wynan .................. 6454 6257 

wynan@activ8.net.au 

Southern Highlands & Tablelands  
Kerstin Schweth ............. 4885 2008 

0413 768 656 
kerstin.schweth@gmail.com 

Possums and Gliders 
Far South Coast 
Kathy Mincher  ...................6493 5639 

0407 173 305 

Wombats 
Far South Coast 
Marie Wynan  ................................. 6454 6257 

wynan@activ8.net.au 
 

REGIONAL CO-ORDINATORS 
Far South Coast 
Ray Alcock ........................................ 6493 0357 

    0427 688 850 
FSC@wildlife-rescue.org.au 

Southern Highlands & Tablelands  
Richard Woodman  
(Woody) .......................................... 4885 2008 

  0412 002 400 
richard.woodman7000@gmail.com 

It was a great turn out at Sanctuary Point 
Public School on the 18 October. Many thanks 
to Lindsay, Lorna and Joy plus an additional 
thanks to Ian for bringing his snakes to help 
the Swan family (Cherryl, Jemma, Tameika & 
Zoe) at their local school event. As always live 
animals were the main attraction and it was a 
real shame Winston (the Flying fox) could not 
be there, he was very popular last year and 
people were asking where he was this year.  

More people in the community now know who 
WRSC is and many business cards were 
handed out. It was also great to raise some 
funds for the group, with sales of donated 
items and the 2015 calendar plus we received 
some donations as well. 

We were set up in a very nice location complete 
with wild Corellas in the trees above so it was 
an excellent day for Wildlife Rescue South 
Coast. Article & Photos WRSC Gavin Swan 

Sanctuary Point Public School  

School Fair 
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Birds North 
(Wollongong, Southern Highlands, 
Kiama, Nowra) 
Judy Bailey ....................... 4423 2295 

0407 946 173 
judith.bailey4@bigpond.com 

Birds South 
(Bay and Basin, Sussex, Batemans 
Bay, Moruya, Southern Tablelands) 
Jenny Packwood ........... 0418 497 345 

packwoodcj1@bigpond.com 

Flying Foxes and Microbats 

Gerry Hawkins ............. 0414 931 452 
batsgalore@shoalhaven.net.au  

Macropods 

Kim Goodsell ................... 4422 4453 
0488 996 604 

kimgoodsell.kg@gmail.com 

Possums and Gliders 

Debbie Colbert ................. 4441 5948 
0403 305 948 

colbertd@westnet.com.au 

Raptors  

Jenny Packwood .......... 0418 497 345 

packwoodcj1@bigpond.com 

Reptiles, Snakes, & Amphibians 

Jane Mills ......................... 4421 7883 
0407 297 264 

janemills@shoalhaven.net.au 

Small Mammals and Echidnas 

Rhonda Parker .................. 4448 3414 
billrhon1@bigpond.com 

Threatened Species 

Jenny Packwood .......... 0418 497 345 
packwoodcj1@bigpond.com 

Wombats 

Shirley Lack ..................... 4443 4877 
0438 434 877 

babywombats@bigpond.com 

Co-ordinator in Training 
Lyn Obern ...................  0432 346 641 

lynobern@bigpond.com 

SHOALHAVEN SPECIES CO-ORDINATORS  

29 & 30 November 2014  
VENOMOUS SNAKE HANDLING COURSE 

Unit 1, 2 Gresham Way, Bomaderry 
(Bratan Engineering)  

with 

John Mostyn  
2 Day Course Cost - $60 per person 

Registration - 8.30 am                 Concludes – 4.00 pm 

Payable in advance by  Direct Debit to Wildlife Rescue South Coast   
BSB: 641 800 Account: 045 108 382 

Reference: Surname & Snakes 
Are you new to the world of snakes - come and be taught by one of Australia’s most experience snake handlers. Are 
you an experienced handler - this is a not to be missed opportunity for you to refresh those skills and/or keep the 
training records current. 

This is a specialised hands-on ‘Catch and Release’ Course aimed at teaching the skills needed to safely handle and 
rescue venomous snakes. It will also cover how to remove them from difficult situations and techniques for 
identifying different species, transporting, releasing and basic husbandry.  

John has over 12 years experience in the zoological industry specialising in venomous snakes. Presently, John is the 
head of the venom department at the Australian Reptile Park (Gosford).  

Manuals (approx $120) plus snake bags & hooks  
for sale on the day (cash only) 

Morning & Afternoon Tea provided                    BYO Lunch and a chair 
Bookings & enquiries can be made to  

Jenny Packwood WRSC Education Co-ordinator  Mobile: 0418 497 345 Email: packwoodcj1@bigpond.com 
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Get ready to say Hello to “Hello Koalas” 

The Hello Koalas Public Art Sculpture is now on display throughout the Greater 

Port Macquarie region until December 2015.  Visit 50 large-scale koala 

sculptures, manufactured in fibreglass and hand painted and decorated by 

celebrity artists, professional artists and community groups.  

Hello Koalas is a bold, ambitious and imaginative sculpture project, which 

celebrates one of Australia’s iconic animals – the Koala. It also supports the 

outstanding work of the Port Macquarie Koala Hospital – the first facility in the 

world solely dedicated to care and conservation of the Koala. 

The Hello Koalas project recognizes the power that FUN, INNOVATION, 

QUIRKINESS and CREATIVITY can have on the socio economic fabric of our 

community. 

Be sure to share your pictures on our Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Hello-Koalas-Sculpture-Project/353310541467113 
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Chlamydia breakthrough: Queensland scientists vaccinate koalas 
against deadly disease 
http://mobile.abc.net.au/news/2014-10-29/chlamydia-breakthrough-in-fight-to-protect-koalas/5850256 

Queensland researchers say they have made a breakthrough in the fight to protect the shrinking 
koala population against chlamydia. Scientists at the University of the Sunshine Coast said they 
had successfully vaccinated koalas against the disease, which was responsible for about 50 per cent 
of the marsupial's deaths. Researchers said a vaccination could be the key to protecting the native 
species from the painful and deadly disease. 

Queensland researchers say they have made a breakthrough in the fight to protect the shrinking koala 
population against chlamydia. Scientists at the University of the Sunshine Coast said they had successfully 
vaccinated koalas against the disease, which was responsible for about 50 per cent of the marsupial's deaths. 

Researchers said a vaccination could be the key to protecting the native species from the painful and deadly 
disease. 

Koala numbers had dropped dramatically in Queensland, New South Wales and the ACT over the past 20 
years. Microbiologist Professor Peter Timms from the University of the Sunshine Coast in the state's south-east 
said chlamydia was one of the main reasons for that. 

"In females, not only do they get reproductive tract disease which might lead to infertility, but also they get 
large cysts and they're quite painful," he said. "You can see the animals that have these cysts and they can die 
from that. As well as that of course, the ones that are infected in the eyes that become blind, it makes it 
difficult for them to feed. In somewhere like south-east Queensland, unfortunately there are wild dogs present 
and so on."  

Professor Timms spent five years working on a vaccine to protect the animals from the disease. The research 
team initially tested the treatment on captive koalas with good results. The next step was to vaccinate 30 wild 
koalas in the Moreton Bay region, north of Brisbane.  

Hope vaccine will improve female koala fertility 

Professor Timms said the results were very promising. "The first thing is, animals that are already infected - 
did it stop the infections going higher or getting more infection load? And the answer to that is yes," he said. 
"Second thing is some animals don't yet have the infection but could be going to pick up a new infection so we 
tested whether or not the vaccine would prevent them from getting new infections." 

He said the vaccine could be a crucial step towards improving fertility in female animals to help the population 
survive. "None of our vaccinated animals went from having an infection to getting actual disease - so blindness 
or reproductive tract cysts," he said. "Whereas in the control group, three of them when from having an 
infection but then going on to get a disease."  

Professor Timms said it would be unrealistic to vaccinate every 
koala, but it would make sense to treat the hundreds of animals 
that were processed through care centres and animal hospitals. 

"That's an ideal opportunity to vaccinate those koalas while 
they're already there, before they're released back into the wild," 
he said. "But as well as that, there's more and more populations, 
and the ones we've been doing this trial on in the Moreton Bay 
region is a good example, where it's humans causing them to be 
impacted by what we do. "Those animals can then be captured 
and potentially the whole population is vaccinated. "There are 
plenty of opportunities to vaccinate thousands and thousands of 
the ones that are most vulnerable at this point in time." 

Environment issues impact koala survival 

Professor Timms said more effort was needed to protect koala populations that he said were shrinking day by 
day. "There are a couple of areas down south of Australia where koala numbers seem to be increasing, and so 
people think that that means everything's all right," he said. 

"The answer is everything's not all right. It might be in 10 per cent of the situation it might be okay, but in 90 
per cent it's not okay." 

He said there were environmental issues that took time to solve. "You can't turn around tomorrow and at the 
last minute decide to save them," he said. "You need to be planning ahead 10 years before their numbers 
become so low that they're hard to recover again." 
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There  are  around  23  species  of  freshwater  turtle  in 
Australia,  all  facing  threats  from  introduced 
predators,  droughts  and  disease.  In  response,  the 
Founda on  for  Na onal  Parks  &  Wildlife  recently 
pledged $36,000  towards a project  that  aims to assess 
the popula on health and size of three species  in  the 
Murray  River  and  develop  a management  strategy  to 
ensure their survival. 

This project is of considerable significance to the management 
of the Murray-Darling system, which is the largest river 
system in Australia. It will provide the necessary background 
information to potentially halt the decline of freshwater turtles 
in this important social and economic landscape. 
The project will bring together an impressive team of 
researchers and managers from the University of Western 
Sydney, and will incorporate traditional indigenous knowledge 
and management practices. 
This large-scale project aims to confirm the assumed long-term 
declines and increased levels of disease in freshwater turtles 
throughout the Murray River. This is critical as turtles constitute 
the second largest vertebrates in the Murray, and therefore 
occupy an important place in the river ecosystem and the 
maintenance of its heath. 
Significant decline of freshwater turtles or extinction would 
have unpredictable effects on the river’s ecology. Over 40% 
of the world’s freshwater turtle species are threatened with 
extinction—making them one of the most threatened groups 
of animals. Declining turtle populations indicate that the 
freshwater ecosystems that millions of people rely on for 
irrigation, food, and water are suffering serious damage. 
Foxes  feeding   on  turtle eggs  are  a  major  problem  to  most 

turtles in Australia, with predation rates on the Murray 
increasing by around 90% since 1983. Murray River turtles 
have little resilience to increases in adult deaths caused by 
drought, water management practices and predation on 
nesting females. The ability of turtle populations to absorb 
these mortality increases is significantly reduced because of 
the low hatchling rates since foxes were introduced. As a 
result turtles cannot quickly increase their numbers when 
conditions improve. 
The project will have a three-tiered approach. Firstly, the 
project will critically assess the population status of the three 
turtle species that inhabit the Murray River—the Murray River 
Turtle, the Eastern Long-necked Turtle and the Broad Shell 
Turtle. This assessment will concentrate on turtle population 
data sampled over the last 40 years. 
Secondly, the project will use genetic analyses to determine 
how widely the turtles move about. It is believed that certain 
populations along the river are important for genetic diversity 
but barriers such as dams may limit their dispersal. 
Lastly, the project will develop a management plan using GIS 
models that incorporate population data past and present, as 
well as CSIRO climate projections for the region to ensure a 
future for these important turtle species. 
Work has already begun on mapping turtles locations across 
different states with the assistance of a specially designed 
tracking device. TurtleSAT is an app and website 
(www.turtlesat.org.au) encouraging community members to 
become citizen scientists and record where they have 
seen turtles using GIS, and which helps them to identify the 
species. This information can be used to determine 
‘hotspots’ requiring increased surveillance and 
management. So make sure to record  any  freshwater   
turtles  you  come  across   on   the  TurtleSAT app or website. 

A new hatchling is so tiny and vulnerable. Photo: Heidi Stricker. 
Turtle sightings recorded on TurtleSAT are helping to 
monitor populations. Photo supplied by Ricky Spencer. 

Reproduced with permission from FNPW PAWS Spring Newsletter http://www.fnpw.org.au/PDFS/2014PAWSspring.pdf  
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2014/2015 COMMITTEE 

President 

Jo Evans ...................................................... 0411 500 621 
jevans@accsoft.com.au 

Vice President 
Dusty Jones ................................................ 0423 958 059 

snakeremovals@live.com 

Treasurer 
Joy Weatherall ................................................ 4443 3272 

0417 677 917 
noddysview@bigpond.com 

Secretary  
Lindsay Francis ........................................... 0417 228 478 

lindsayfrancis@hotmail.com 

General Committee  

Debbie Colbert  ............................................... 4441 5948 
0403 305 948 

colbertd@westnet.com.au 

Kim Goodsell ................................................... 4422 4453 
0488 996 604 

kimgoodsell.kg@gmail.com 

Nikki Hunter .............................................. 0450 077 747 
n.e.hunter@hotmail.com 

Jenny Packwood ........................................ 0418 497 345 
packwoodcj1@bigpond.com 

Richard Woodman  
(Woody) .......................................................... 4885 2008 

0412 002 400 
richard.woodman7000@gmail.com 

 

Wildlife Rescue South Coast  
General Meeting 

the last for the year 2014 
starts at 7pm 

Library Annex,  
10 Berry Street, Nowra 

Refreshments provided 

  3 December Committee Meeting 
10 December General Meeting 

Sunday 7 December from 10.00am.    

Come and join us ……………... at the entrance to Shoalhaven Zoo on the banks of 
the Shoalhaven River, so BYO food and drinks and make some new wildlife friends. 
BBQ, tables and chairs, both inside the shed and outside on the grass are available so 
look forward to meeting you there.  

WRSC 2014 
Christmas Party 

Gerry Hawkins talks about Bats, 11am NPWS Fitzroy Falls, 5 December 2014 
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Wedge-tailed Eagle  
Australian Natural History Series 
Penny Olsen  
Australian National University 
Colour photographs, Photographs, Illustrations, Bibliography, Index  
120 pages 
Publisher: CSIRO PUBLISHING http://www.publish.csiro.au/nid/18/pid/5054.htm 
Winner of the 2006 Whitley Award for Best Natural History of an Iconic Species 
Australia’s Wedge-tailed Eagle belongs to the family of eagles, which together span 
the world. Eagles are powerful predators, with exceptional powers of flight and sight. 
They may kill to survive, but they also sleep, play, enjoy a bath, make tender parents, 
and form lasting relationships.  
This book gives a comprehensive overview of Australia’s largest true eagle and one of 
the country’s few large predators and scavengers. First appearing in Aboriginal rock-
paintings more than 5000 years ago, the Wedge-tailed Eagle was little more than a 
curiosity to the early European settlers. The book traces the subsequent changes in 
perception—from its branding as a vicious sheep killer to an iconic species worthy of 
conservation—and covers distribution, habitat, hunting, relationships, reproduction 
and chick development. A final section deals with threats to the existence of this 
magnificent bird. 

“Each and every animal on earth has as much right to be here as you and me” 

Anthony Douglas Williams  
Inside the Divine Pattern 

(LAOKO) Snowy Mountains Wildlife Rescue 
BASIC MACROPOD CARE 

to be presented by Helen Stevens, Wildcare Macropod Co-ordinator 
Saturday 29th November 2014 

Cooma North Public School 
10.00am to 4.00 pm 

Cost $20 to include notes, lunch and morning tea 
Please email RSVP ASAP Pete Graham (LAOKO) at pete-graham@bigpond.com 

for catering purposes (include dietary requirements) 
It is a requirement for all WRSC current and prospective Macropod Carers to attend, as carers are required to update their 

species specific training every two years under our NPWS Licence. 
Following your attendance at this course please forward a copy of your certificate to our Membership Officer  

info@wildlife-rescue.org.au or snail mail so it can be included on the WRSC membership database.  
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‘Cute’ critters more like bats out of hell  
 Editorial The Daily Telegraph October 23, 2014 12:00AM 
This an extract, read the whole article at  
http: //www.dailytelegraph.com.au/news/opinion/cute-critters-more-like-bats-out-of-hell/story-fni0cwl5-12270991650265 

ANIMAL rights activists call them cute, adorable, and affectionate. Centennial Park bosses prefer to 
call them tourist attractions, claiming its colony of 30,000 brings people through its wrought-iron 
gates.  

Mayor Clover Moore calls them intelligent and sociable, declaring somewhat gushingly that they add “drama and 
beauty to our city’’ and that all her inner city devotees “have a soft spot for them’’. 

Colin Boucher could, if he wished, call them child killers. He should know. All it took was a scratch, and his 
inquisitive eight-year-old boy was dead. 

Here was Lincoln Flynn, practising his forehand on the neighbourhood tennis court in spring’s fading afternoon light, 
about the same time as a colony of bats usually takes flight from the adjacent trees, searching the dusk skies for 
insects to chow down. 

The details are sketchy, but the facts are clear. Somewhere between the first few serves and locking the gate, Lincoln 
was scratched by a bat, a critter unbeknown to him that was riddled with the deadly Lyssavirus. Rabies. 

 

Minister says no truth in shoot to kill bat policy 
Posted 23 Oct 2014, 1:57pmThu 23 Oct 2014, 1:57pm 

The New South Wales Environment Minister is dismissing reports that he is set to introduce a shoot 
to kill policy to combat bats and flying foxes. 

The Health Department is warning the public not to handle the animals due to the risk of contracting the potentially 
fatal lyssavirus. 

Affected orchardists already have the option of shooting bats if there is no alternative. 

But Rob Stokes said using similar tactics to control colonies that roost near urban areas would be ineffective and 
potentially dangerous. 

"If shooting could solve this problem, by shooting a couple of bats, then yes absolutely that would be something that 
we'd look at if it was a means of reducing the threat to human health, but frankly it wouldn't work.  

"In terms of urban bat populations there are also concerns (about) people going around with firearms in urban areas, 
that's obviously got some concerns attached to it," Mr Stokes said. However local councils could soon be given 
responsibility for controlling bat colonies.  

This an extract, read the whole article at http://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-10-23/bats/5836270 

 

Flying fox management plan on the hob 
http://www.inverelltimes.com.au/story/2648184/flying-fox-management-plan-on-the-hob/?cs=1523 

MEMBER for Northern Tablelands Adam Marshall has welcomed news that NSW Environment 
Minister Rob Stokes will next week announce the details of a plan to give local councils powers to 
take reasonable steps to move on flying fox colonies when they roost in urban areas. 

“I’m delighted that next week the Minister will announce a plan to allow councils to receive approval for 
five years to do what it takes to protect their local community,” Mr Marshall said.  

“The Minister has been quite clear that the protection of human health is always his first principle. I 
understand this new approach, which we’ve been lobbying for, will cut the red tape and free up councils to 
help their communities.  

“I look forward to seeing the detail of these approvals next week but can confirm that shooting or 
destroying flying foxes in urban or built up areas will not be permitted.” 

In May this year Mr Marshall launched a petition with Inverell Shire Council and the Inverell Chamber of 
Commerce calling on the state to develop a better management strategy to deal more effectively with flying 
fox infestations in urban and built up areas. 

The petition, supported by several of Mr Marshall parliamentary colleagues, attracted more than 10,000 
signatures and was tabled for debate in the Legislative Assembly in September. 
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V isit ‘Woody’ at the Bowral Public School Markets 
2nd Saturday of each month 8am to 1pm.  

http://www.bowralpsmarket.com/ 

Jan, Timothy & Felicity Baker  - St. Georges Basin  

Anna Chabry  -------------------- Kangaroo Valley 

Christine Rolff ------------------- Upper Kangaroo 
Valley 

Ray Bundy ----------------------- Upper Kangaroo 
Valley 

Janet Webb ---------------------- Tura Beach 

Lisa Csengodi ------------------- Aylmerton 

Brooke & Carly Carpenter  

as well as Daniel Thompson from Albion Park 
TOTAL MEMBERS  277 
Total Carers 139 

Volunteers are needed to help on WRSC display stalls  
at  

Candelo Markets 7 December 
& 

Bermagui Markets 30 November & 29 December 
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Albury Botanic Garden bats could be subject to 'shoot-to-kill' 
policy 
http://www.bordermail.com.au/story/2647877/albury-botanic-garden-bats-could-be-subject-to-shoot-to-kill-policy/?cs=4067 

THE bats which moved into Albury’s Botanic Gardens 12 months ago could soon be legally subjected 
to a “shoot-to-kill” policy. 

Albury Council successfully generated loud noise from starter pistols, stock whips and audio recordings of 
chainsaws and mowers to blast the bats out of the gardens earlier this year. 

But the NSW government is poised to introduce a more drastic policy of being able to protect humans by 
shooting the disease carrying bats. 

NSW Environment Minister Rob Stokes indicated councils were about to get 
beefed up powers to do “what it takes” to protect the community from bats, 
who are known carriers of the deadly lyssavirus. 

NSW Health has also issued a warning to people not to touch injured flying 
foxes because of the danger of contracting lyssavirus. Bats are entering their 
birthing season and miscarried pups may be on the ground and people could be 
tempted to rescue them. 

Albury Council’s community and recreation director James Jenkins said he hoped tougher measures to deal 
with bats wouldn’t be required. “The council successfully relocated a colony of fruit bats from the botanic 
gardens in May and June this year,” he said. “The colony is currently located on Leaney’s Bend, Padman 
Park and is not presenting any significant issues since the relocation. 

“We would need to review the state government package in more detail when it is released next week and 
discuss it further with Office of Environment and Heritage before making any changes. “The current 
management plan has proven effective without the need for stronger measures.” 

NSW Health communicable diseases branch director Dr Vicky Sheppeard said the best protection against 
being exposed to lyssavirus was to avoid handling any bat. 

“Only people who have been fully vaccinated against rabies, use protective equipment and have been 
trained in bat handling should touch bats,” she said. 

A young orphaned Flying fox in 
care © WRSC Janine Davies 

STOP THE FLYING-FOX HYSTERIA! 
Reproduced with permission 

24th October 2014 (Sydney) 

Humane Society International (HSI) today expressed its alarm at continuing erroneous 
statements made by media regarding the shooting of flying-foxes. Science is being ignored and 
hysteria promoted by pure biological ignorance. 

The species most likely to be shot in New South Wales is the grey-headed flying-fox, a federally 
and state protected threatened species. Shooting of flying-foxes not only has conservation 
concerns, but is totally ineffective and has significant animal welfare problems. 

"It is incredibly hard to ensure an accurate shot for flying-foxes, meaning many are left to die a 
slow death from starvation. Shot females are also likely to have left behind young to suffer a 
similar fate,” said HSI's Michael Kennedy. 

"It is totally inappropriate for any Government to be sanctioning this kind of cruelty to our wildlife. 
The reality is that there are many other strategies that can be better deployed to live in harmony 
with flying-foxes, and the threat of contracting disease from them is absolutely minuscule,” 
continued Mr Kennedy. 

The grey-headed flying-fox is listed as a nationally threatened species under the 
Commonwealth's Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999, after a 
scientific nomination prepared by Humane Society International. The Commonwealth must 
retain national responsibility for protecting this species and these powers MUST NOT be 
devolved to local councils. HSI is seeking legal advice on this matter. 

"HSI is therefore calling on the NSW Government to commit not to shoot our threatened species 
and not to devolve powers for flying-fox management to local councils” concluded Mr Kennedy. 

http://hsi.org.au/go/to/1741/24-october-2014-stop-the-flying-fox-hysteria.html#.VFCPitEcTIU  
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MEDIA RELEASE  
Reproduced with permission 

END DATE IN SIGHT FOR SHOOTING OF FLYING-FOXES, BUT STILL TOO FAR OFF 
3rd November, 2014 - SYDNEY 
http://hsi.org.au/go/to/1744/3rd-november-2014-end-date-in-sight-for-shooting-of-flying-foxes.html#.VFqqotEcTIX 

 
Humane Society International (HSI) has today welcomed the clarification by the NSW Government on the conditions under 
which licences to shoot flying-foxes will be issued*. This follows many years of HSI working with key stakeholders such as 
orchardists to get the NSW Government to commit to the end of licenced shooting of flying-foxes together with a netting 
subsidy program for the benefit of all stakeholders. 

“Whilst we are extremely disappointed that in some situations flying-foxes will continue to be shot until 2020, HSI is relieved 
that the NSW Government has finally committed to an end date for shooting, in full knowledge that the only effective method of 
protecting crops is to install full exclusion netting,” said HSI’s Alexia Wellbelove. 

“In recent years HSI has actively worked with all stakeholders including orchardists, many of which have now taken up the 
Government subsidy and installed nets. We hope that the majority of orchardists will make the most of this opportunity while the 
funding lasts to protect their crops and stop relying on inherently cruel shooting methods. For those that continue to shoot, the 
NSW Government must ensure the highest welfare conditions are complied with to minimise suffering, and that this ineffective 
and outdated practice is discouraged wherever possible,” continued Ms Wellbelove. 

The species most likely to be shot in New South Wales is the grey-headed flying-fox, a federally and state protected threatened 
species. Shooting of flying-foxes not only has conservation concerns, but a 2009 independent review also found that shooting 
flying-foxes was ‘ethically and legally unacceptable’ due to significant animal welfare problems. 

HSI will also be examining the newly released draft camp management policy to ensure that decisions on flying-fox camp 
management are undertaken at a Federal or State level and not devolved to local councils. 

“As our housing encroaches on flying-fox habitat, and we increasingly wish to live in areas surrounded by native vegetation, it is 
essential that protection is given to flying-foxes and areas set aside where they can roost without coming into conflict with 
humans. Governments need to tackle this long term issue head on, and in the meantime we need to realise that simply moving 
flying-foxes on from an area is not always going to be the best solution,” continued Ms Wellbelove. 

The grey-headed flying-fox is listed as a nationally threatened species under the Commonwealth’s Environment Protection and 
Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999, after a scientific nomination prepared by HSI. HSI has consistently campaigned to ensure 
that the Commonwealth retains national responsibility for protecting this species and these powers are not delegated to local 
councils. 

“Flying-foxes provide significant benefits to our environment. It is HSI’s hope that these new Government policies will not only 
recognise this important role but also ensure that flying-foxes continue to be protected,” concluded Ms Wellbelove. 

*For the newly published Special Circumstances for issuing licences to shoot flying-foxes visit: 
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/resources/wildlifelicences/SpecialCircumstances.pdf 

The Flying-fox Management Policy is now on public exhibition and can be viewed at  
http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/threatenedspecies/flyingfoxcamppol.htm 

Visit our website for wildlife friendly fencing and netting information http://www.wildlife-rescue.org.au/fencing-netting.html 

Warning 
You must never handle Flying foxes unless 
you are an experienced and fully vaccinated 
wildlife carer. A small percentage of Flying 
foxes are known to carry a disease known as 
Australian Bat Lyssa Virus. This can be 
passed on to humans through biting or 
scratching. If you are scratched or bitten by a 
Flying fox you must seek medical attention 
without delay, and ask for post Lyssa Virus 
exposure treatment, just to be safe. 
Flying foxes often come to the attention of 
WRSC when reported as injured, sick, 
orphaned, or abandoned. A very high proportion 
of adult flying fox injuries are caused by 
entanglement in barbed wire fences or loose, 
improperly erected fruit tree netting, both of 
which can result in very serious injuries and a 
slow, agonising death for the animal if not 
rescued quickly. 
Extracted from  
http://www.wildlife-rescue.org.au/megabats--microbats.html © WRSC Gavin Swan 
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Albion Park Rail Public School 

Photos © WRSC Catherine and Sam Joukador 
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Potoroo	in	historic	move		
By	Blake	Foden		

http://www.batemansbaypost.com.au/story/2659710 

Oct. 29, 2014, 4:49 p.m. 

Long-nosed potoroo have been re-introduced to a Jervis Bay national park after an absence of nearly 100 
years, following an extensive operation in state forests near Eden. Forestry Corporation of NSW (FCNSW) 
ecologists successfully trapped 24 long-nosed potoroo on Tuesday and Wednesday, taking them to the 
FCNSW depot at Eden for health checks. After being given the green light by a visiting Taronga Conservation 
Society Australia vet, the final group was reintroduced to Booderee National Park on Wednesday night. 

The park’s natural resource manager, Dr Nick Dexter, said the project has been 10 years in the making, and may pave the way 
for the southern brown bandicoot to follow suit. "These animals, like many small animals in Australia, were really badly affected 
by the introduction of the European red fox,” Dr Dexter said. “There was a wave of extinctions around the 1920s, and potoroo 
are one of the very few that held on. The work that Forestry Corp has done has allowed us to take a sustainable harvest, if you 
like, of their potoroo, so that they can be re-introduced at Boodaree. We were specifically after a particular male to female ratio, 
reproductive status, age and condition. All going well, we can look at doing something similar with other species, like the 
southern brown bandicoot.” 

FCNSW senior field ecologist Peter Kambouris said he was “delighted” with the results of the operation. Mr Kambouris, who is 
based in Eden, said FCNSW monitors several endangered and at-risk species in local forests, and that the potoroo population is 
now in a strong enough position for some of the animals to be reintroduced elsewhere. “We’ve been undertaking predator 
control at those sites for nearly 25 years out here, and changed the program in 2008 from a seasonal baiting program to a 
permanent baiting program,” he said. “Since we started doing that, we’ve seen a significant increase in the number of sites where 
these species were appearing. The long-nosed potoroo was the first of those species to recover, and we’ve had a pretty quick 
increase of occupancy from a handful of sites, through to probably 40 per cent of the sites consistently since then.” 

This week’s trapping operation was a case of second time lucky, having been delayed after an initial attempt in autumn. Mr 
Kambouris said though potoroo were prevalent during the first attempt, seasonal conditions meant the potoroo had enough food 
available without needing to take the bait. 

Dr Karrie Rose, from the Taronga Conservation Society Australia, carried out the health checks at the Eden FCNSW depot. She 
said she was surprised by how healthy the trapped potoroo appear. “So far, we’ve been very impressed,” she said after 
examining the 20th potoroo on Wednesday. "We’ve put them through a who barrage of tests, including complete blood cell 
counts, physical examinations, tests for faecal and other parasites, and viruses and diseases like herpes and salmonella. 

“I thought we were going to have to make some tough calls with some of these animals, but having looked at 20 of the 24 so far, 
including some who are carrying young, they’re all looking healthy. We know very little about potoroo health – there’s nothing 
published – so this is all very interesting for us and the ANU researchers who are here as well.” 

Once given the all-clear, the potoroo will be transferred north to Jervis Bay. Representing the traditional owners of Boodaree 
National Park, the Wreck Bay Aboriginal community, Tony Carter said the return of potoroo is a historic event. “They’re a very 
special animal, and as a traditional owner, I feel honoured to be able to return these animals and look after them,” Mr Carter 
said. “We’ve got a location in the park where we’ve been eradicating foxes, wild dogs and anything else that will bother the 
potoroo once they’ve been released, and we’ll continue a monitoring program for as long as it takes. In the past, potoroo were a 
higher food source – one of the main ones around here behind the large snapper. We think they were here for thousands of years 
before the fox. This is a huge outcome for everyone involved, and I’m very thankful to everyone who has helped make it 
happen.” 

Above left: The team behind the re-introduction of long-nosed potoroo to Booderee National Park is (back, from left) Australian National 
University research officer Dan Florance, Taronga Conservation Society Australia technical assistant Jane Hall, Wreck Bay Aboriginal 
community representative and Booderee National Park employee Tony Carter, Forestry Corporation of NSW senior field ecologist Peter 
Kambouris, Booderee National Park natural resource manager Nick Dexter, (front, from left) ANU research officer Chris MacGregor and 
Taronga Conservation Society Australia vet, Dr Karrie Rose, at the FCNSW Eden depot on Wednesday. 
 
Above right: Dr Karrie Rose, from Taronga Conservation Society Australia, examines a long-nosed potoroo at the FCNSW Eden depot on 
Wednesday. 
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Update on the Glenbog Wombats 
David Shoebridge has since visited the logging site in Glenbog 
Forest where he met with Marie and Ray Wynan from Wildlife 
Rescue South Coast and saw for himself the cruel and unnecessary 
destruction. The visit has only strengthened the Greens NSW 
commitment to protecting our forests and the animals that live in 
them. 

David spoke in Parliament on this issue and called for far greater 
protections for native animals in any logging of native forests 

http://davidshoebridge.org.au/2014/10/15/9402/ 

“I conclude by thanking Marie and Ray for taking me around 
Glenbog and for introducing me to the rescued wombats and joeys 
currently in their care. Anyone who has seen Marie nursing Willow, 
a 10-kilogram injured wombat, on her knee while feeding him a 
bottle could not help but want to support this work. I also thank 
Harriet Swift, John Perkins and all the wonderful forest protectors 
who are part of the South East Region Conservation Alliance Inc. for 
their continued work in our forests. I have nothing but admiration 
for the selfless volunteers and activists who work to protect animals 
and the native forests in which they live. As a Parliament we should 
do everything we can to support them in this work.” 

 
Below is part of  an email from Marie and Ray Wynan to Forestry 
Corporation and proof  that wombats have been killed resulting from 
forestry activity. 
Referring to one of  our previous phone conversations when you asked 
what the Forestry Corporation can do to improve the practices. 
We visited four proposed dump points in compartments 2331 and 
2332 Glenbog No 149 (Nitens Rd – Old Bega Rd). 
Again, there seems to have been NO considerations of  wombat 
burrows within the vicinity of  the marked dump points. 
There is NO mention about wombats and their burrows in the final 
operational plan (as pointed out to us by members of  public). 
Also attached photos of a deceased adult male wombat found under 
the logging debris north of Dump H Compartment 2321.  
 
Nature Conservation Council of NSW  
ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2014  
Saturday & Sunday 1st & 2nd November, 2014  

Motion 2014/D3 Government contracts and native fauna Submitted by the 
NSW Wildlife Council Inc.  
THAT the Nature Conservation Council of NSW urge the NSW 
Government to:  
a) take account of and protect all native fauna, not just threatened 
species, affected by government contracts for activities which impact 
on native wildlife; and   
b) put in place an appropriate regime for monitoring and enforcing 
compliance of all NSW Government contracts that impact on native 
fauna.   
BACKGROUND: In July-August this year, there was an horrific 
incident in Glenbog State Forest where forestry contractors ignored 
marked active wombat burrows, and built roads, bulldozed trees and 
bush, and dumped material on top of burrows. 
This action caused the death of many wombats, burying them alive, 
and destroyed volunteer monitored and marked wombat habitat. 
The NSW Wildlife Council believes this is not an isolated incident 
and is an on-going problem because there is no monitoring and 
enforcement of contractors’ activities which impact native wildlife. 
We wish to see an appropriate regime of monitoring and compliance 
for contractors undertaking government contracts that impact native 
animals. Legislation and regulation by governments that is not 
monitored and enforced, is no law at all.   
PROPOSED ACTION: NCC to write letters as per the motion.  
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2015 Photography Prize Now Open 
WetlandCare Australia invites photographers of all 
ages to enter our 2015 Photography Prize. Exhibit 
your work in Ballina NSW and celebrate World 
Wetlands Day with us on Monday 2 February 2015. 
Entries close Friday December 5 2014. Visit the 
website for more information: 
http://www.wetlandcare.com.au/index.php?cID=767 
 

 

 

 

 

Above: Joel Mitchell Explosions of Colour  
1st prize Wetland Flora 2014 
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It is time to find and dust off  the digital camera sitting in the cupboard for 
the  

2016 Calendar Competition! 
Your photo of  a native animal found in the WRSC NPWS licenced area could 

be the next star on the calendar cover and/or a monthly page. 

 WRSC Terms and Conditions for their 2016 Calendar: 
 Entry is open to all members of Wildlife Rescue South Coast 

 All entries become the property of Wildlife Rescue South Coast Inc to be used for publicity, 
education and fundraising purposes 

 The competition concludes on Sunday 15 March 2015 at 23:59 (AEDT). 

 To enter participants must send images of wildlife found within the WRSC NPWS licenced area. 
These must be at least 1MB or more, of a good resolution (able to be printed to an A4 size) and 
sent as a JPEG file.  

 Photos are not to have been ‘photoshopped’ or artificially modified.  

 Participants can enter as many wildlife images as they like 

 Entries can be emailed to info@wildlife-rescue.org.au. Compressed or reduced size images will be 
accepted provided a full size file follows by mail 

 Please name or label your entries completely: preferred standard is to name the photo jpeg picture 
with your name followed by animal name to insure that information travels easily with the image 
eg: joevanswallaroo.jpg. If you cannot manage that then please ensure information is correctly 
conveyed with the photos.  

 CDs and USB Memory sticks can be posted to: 

Wildlife Rescue South Coast 

PO Box 666 NOWRA NSW 2541 

 The entries will be judged initially by the WRSC Committee on 1 April 2015 

 Members will vote on the final entries at the WRSC General Meeting held 8 April 2015.  

 The WRSC Calendar editorial team reserves the right to consider suitable replacement images if 
there are any print reproduction issues 

NB: Flash photography reduces the file size, change your camera setting from basic to fine to increase the 
resolution quality  

 

Now you have the terms and conditions, what are you waiting for? 
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